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THERE’S A GLIMMER OF HOPE
FOR TOURISM RECOVERY
Ravaged tourism road passing through Perry’s Bridge, a tourism amenity in Hazyview enroute to numerous tourist attractions in the province. Photo: Bongani Hlatshwayo

The Provincial department of Public Works, Roads and Transport has all its eggs in one basket in an effort to
implement innovative ways to foster maintenance of tourism routes throughout the province.
BONGANI HLATSHWAYO

MBOMBELA – Mpumalanga Province’s
thriving tourism industry went on the
decline a few years before it was severely
affected by the COVID-19 pandemic
because of its dwindling product standards
as a result of a constantly ravaged roads
infrastructure and a lack of new and
alternative tourism routes that would
garner profit and grow the economy.
In this regard, Mpumalanga Mirror
engaged one of the responsible parties,
a provincial government entity, the
Department of Public Works, Roads and
Transport, wherein, we engaged with
the Acting Head of Department, Charles
Morolo, who spontaneously responded
thus;
“I think the issue of the tourism industry
is based on resuscitation and rejuvenation.
This industry is part and parcel of the

economic recovery programme that is led
by the presidency. In particular, tourism
infrastructure plays a very critical role in
that regard because it is an infrastructureled economic recovery.
“So, we do have a number of
tourism facilities in the province that
require maintenance, resuscitation
and refurbishment. As a province,
tourism is one of the critical sectors for
growth, through the maintenance and
refurbishment of these facilities, we should
be in a position, first and foremost, to
ensure that we create work opportunities.
Secondly we must ensure that we take that
position to attract tourists to these facilities
in South Africa and Mpumalanga, in
particular.
“Tourism is its own competitive. Roads
infrastructure are very important in terms
of giving people mobility, accessibility
and connectivity. So the maintenance,

the upgrade and the rehabilitation of
the tourism infrastructure is of great
importance, that of attracting tourists into
the province..
“As a department, there are a number
of specific projects which are aimed at
maintaining, upgrading tourism routes
linked to specific facilities in order to
ensure that we are able to attract tourists
to this province because infrastructure is
one of the critical elements that contribute
towards growth.
“In the previous years, we have been
in a position to identify certain tourism
routes based on the tourism hubs and
corridors. These corridors are basically
your Liberation Heritage, your Panorama
Heritage, these are your tourism routes
based on these ethos that have been
identified.
“We have eight tourism routes
that we are currently busy with and

others which we are at different stages
of implementation. We have the
Mashishing Road, which we are currently
implementing. We’ve got the NumbiMakoko Bridge, Acornhoek Road which
is under rehabilitation. We also have
Dwarsloop-Thulamahashe Road that is
currently being rehabilitated.
“D4394 that goes towards
Thulamahashe. We’ve got Mapulaneng
Hospital in Bushbuckridge, there’s a road
that we are rehabilitating there. There’s
also Matibidi and Graskop roads that we
are also busy with.
“These are the eight tourism routes that
we are currently busy with. They are all at
different stages of rehabilitation. Over and
above that, we’ve got five roads that we’re
busy with on design to be implemented as
soon as budget is made available.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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“That is the Sabie road, the Mashishing
road, Mashishing to Limpopo road,
Carolina, Mkhondo to Mahlabathini border
post. We’ve also identified seven roads
that we must still go and assess in the next
stage of planning and design. This is mainly
Mkhuhlu-Oakley, Berlin Falls, Graskop
Road, Ohristad Road, Graskop-Pilgrim’s
Rest, Graskop-Hazyview, Mashishing Road.
This is what we can call the Provincial
Road Network.
“These roads need attention and
rehabilitation in order to attract tourists into
our province. This is in relation to tourism,
but we have other feeder roads that might
be feeding into these tourism network
roads. The tourism route does not exist
in isolation, but they are part of a broader
network in the province.
“We received some money last year
as part of the Presidential Stimulus
Package through which we have to look
at alternative ways of constructing and
rehabilitating roads that have a potential to
enhance employment opportunities.
“In this regard, we had four projects that
we identified. In those projects we’re using
bricks in Marapyne, Glenmore, Masibekela,
Tambokhulu where have been able to create
171 job opportunities, to date. We presented
all these projects to the Presidential

Stimulus Package.
grow. Government is the biggest procurer
“This is another way to minimise and
with a budget of over R3 trillion which is
mitigate the adverse consequences that
partly used for enterprise development and
resulted out of the Covid-19 pandemic. As
creating an environment for participation
a result of the negative effects that came out for the previously marginalised.
of the National Lockdown in the previous,
“In our province there exist the coal
these are the stimulus packages that have
haulage that also links up with the tourism
been put in place in order to try
network. As a province, we’re
stimulate the economic recovery
supplying more than eight
of the province.
percent of electricity. The
“We also have some
power stations and coal
projects that were
mines are part of this
identified by the
network where coal
honourable Premier
trucks are fetching
which are also done in
coal from the mines
the unconventional way
to the power stations.
of paving blocks. This
That network is called
is the Oakley-Mkhuhlu
the energy security
in Bushbuckridge;
that supplies energy to
Glenmore-N17 in Gert
the network, which is
Sibande and also the road
maintained by the province
D57 in Moloto Village in
in the vicinity of Nkangala and
Nkangala. There are seven
GertSibande districts. Road
projects that we’re doing that HOD for the Department of
infrastructure network
Public Works, Roads and
are using paving blocks.
in the province borders
Transport, Mr Charles Morolo. alongside tourism in the
“The objective is to
support small and emerging
province, in essence,”
construction material producers which we
he stated.
need to support in localities. We have to
So, the truck industry, are they of
ensure their bricks are qualitative, certified
assistance to the province for roads
in terms of quality standards. This approach rehabilitation and maintenance? HOD
is meant grow this market on qualitative
Charles Morolo will be responding to this
grounds and be able to link our enterprise
and more issues on the roads infrastructure
development programme.
in our first edition in June 2021 (from 11
“It is only through government that
June, to be precise which is available on our
small businesses can be able to mature and
website: www.mpmirroronline.co.za.
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GSDM AEROSPACE
INVESTMENT
CONFERENCE - A
GREAT SUCCESS
ERMELO - Gert Sibande District
Municipality (GSDM) is set on
growing the district by looking at
alternative sources of income and
approaches, including the Fourth
Industrial Revolution (4IR).
In this regard, GSDM is delighted
to announce the establishment
of an Aerospace Industrial Hub
to be located at the Ermelo
Airfield (FAEO), a land the local
municipality of Msukaligwa has
transferred to the District in support
of this vision.
According to the Executive
Mayor, Cllr Muzi Chirwa: “This
industrial hub is developed to
host Aerospace manufacturers,
specifically Aeronautics and Space
Original Equipment Manufacturers,
as well as subsystems and
component suppliers.
“Furthermore, the industrial hub
will host an Aerospace Institute, as
well as an Aerospace Technology
and Small Medium and Macro
Enterprise (SMME) Incubator. An
initiative of such magnitude requires
that key stakeholders be at play,
thus the decision to host the GSDM
Aerospace Investment Conference
on Friday, 21 May 20201.
“It was time to bring in potential
funders and investors to present this
particular vision. The aim was to
showcase the Aerospace Industrial
Hub to potential investors with
the hope of soliciting interest. The
District has in place, a Conceptual
Development Plan depicting a
graphic representation of the vision
of such magnitude which was
presented to the conference.
“The District has and continues
to work with various partners and
investors such as sector departments
that are involved in related fields
or areas such as science and
innovation. For example, there will
be incubation opportunities where
the small SMMEs are trained and
are taken through a process of
growth through the Incubation Hub.
“The Aerospace Institute that
will be established in partnership
with reputable institutions of higher
learning, will provide aerospace
related skills that are relevant to the
skills requirements of the tenants of
the Aerospace Industrial Hub,” he
stated.
The conference was a great
success such that some of the
delegates, which included
international stakeholders from
Russia, presented their plans and
intention to invest in the GSDM
Aerospace Industrial Hub.
The District Executive Mayor,
Cllr MuziChirwa, the Deputy
Minister for Defence and Military
Veterans, Mr ThabangMakwetla as
the national champion of the District
Development Model (DDM) in
the district, Mr Vladimir Panin
representing the IrkutCoperation
from Russia, Counsellor Andrei
N Donskikh from the Embassy
of the Russian Federation in
the Republic of South Africa,
the municipal leadership and a
number of other dignitaries and
stakeholders were in attendance and
applauded the GSDM management
for the initiative which shows
that the District is improving on
technological development and on
supporting local municipalities.
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FACE TO FACE WITH MEC FOR SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT, LINDIWE NTSHALINTSHALI
BONGANI HLATSHWAYO

MPUMALANGA MIRROR (MM):
Congratulations on your appointment as
MEC for Social Development. What do
you promise the communities for the rest
of your tenure in this position?
LINDIWE NTSHALINTSHALI (LN):
Thanks very much Mr Hlatswayo, My
Promise to the people of Mpumalanga,
together with the Head of Department
(HOD), Mr SarelMtsweni and the
Management of the Department of Social
Development and all its employees, we
will work around the clock in ensuring
that the department is the coalface
of addressing the challenges faced
by the most vulnerable groups in our
society. During my tenure at the helm
as the Political Head of the Department,
fillingcritical vacant posts in the
department which includes prioritising
the appointments of social workers in the
province, will be in the apex of my agenda.
The people of Mpumalanga can expect
the Department and its agencies,working
together in addressing the stubbornness
of poverty, unemployment and inequality,
which is the common enemy of the people
in our province. The Department must take
a lead in creating a conducive environment
that will benefit our vulnerable groups in
our society.
The Department must be in the forefront
in responding to the emergency needs
identified in families and communities
affected by disasters, and other social
circumstances resulting in undue hardship
by providing social relief of distress to

aimed at assisting our vulnerable groups
to start co-operatives, businesses and other
initiatives that are aimed at changing their
lives towards a better future.

deserving communities and families.
My promise to the people of
Mpumalanga is that we need to respond
to the call of ensuring that the provision
of sanitary towels and dignity packs must
be coordinated to ensure that most of our
vulnerable girls and boys in Quintile one
and two schools receive those dignity
packs and sanitary towels without any
hassles.

BH: Will there be any oversight visits to
ensure that services are delivered to the
people?

BH: How will you cater for people living
with disabilities, the youth and children?
LN: My approach in this regard is
two-pronged. One is to ensure that our
vulnerable groups must feel safe and
enjoy the fruits of democracy in our
society and the second one is to ensure
that the department creates a conducive
environment for them to have equal
opportunities for them.
With regards to people with disabilities,
the department will be in the forefront in
advocating opportunities for people with
disabilities. As a result, the department will
embark on awareness campaigns aimed at
giving economic and job opportunities for
people with disabilities and also educating
communities about the role that they
canplay.
With regards to youth development, the
department acknowledges the increasing
youth population within our society,
and to address that, we will prioritise
the construction of Youth Development
Centres as influential entry points into
communities to ensure that youth have
adequate information on various youth
development programmes.
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MEC for Social Development, Lindiwe
Ntshalintshali.

We have partnered with the National
Youth Development Agency and
MRTT through the Youth Centre on
Entrepreneurial Skills Training and
Financial Support to those who have
interest in business.
The Department will ensure the
protection of children as one of the
primary responsibilities of the department;
the Foster Care Programme will be one of
the key tools to be used in ensuring that
children who are vulnerable as a result of
having lost their parents, and due to abuse
are placed on foster care.
We are also appealing to our funding
institutions to fund youth programs that are

LN: To answer your question, will
jeopardise the plan that I have regarding
oversight and announced visits to the
department and its agencies. However,
there will be oversight and announced
visits to the offices in our departments
and our entities.You must also remember
oversight visits are done by portfolio
committees, however, my approach is that
they will be conducted from time to time,
I won’t wait for the oversight visits by
the portfolio committee, I will also do my
oversight visits to our institutions.
BH: What kind of legacy would you like
to leave behind at the end of your term?
LN: The Legacy that I want or wish to
leave behind in the Department, is that I
want to be remembered as the servant of
the people that continues with the work
that was done by my predecessor who has
laid a good foundation for the department.I
want to leave a legacy that will address the
void created by social ills that are faced by
our people on a daily basis. I want to be
remembered as the humble civil servant
that is championing opportunities for our
vulnerable groups and at the same time, be
in the forefront of addressing the scourge
of Gender Based Violence.

Five minutes with Stimela’s Sam Ndlovu on his new release
YOLISWA KHUMALO

When legendary musician, Ray Chikapa
Phiri passed away in 2017, Sam Ndlovu took
over as lead vocalist for band, Stimela.
Four years later, he has released his
single titled:La Bhembe. He shares more
about it and the importance of the usage of
indigenous languages in music.

YK: How has it been received by your fans
so far?
SN: Overwhelming and unbelievable. It’s
been very well received even by people
beyond the borders of our country. Music
is a universal language, hence anything
that has been done with the courtesy that it
deserves, will receive the best of attention.

YOLISWA KHUMALO (YK): You
recently released your single, La Bhembe,
tell us more about what inspired it.
SAM NDLOVU (SN): Our languages
have been relegated to the bad burner by the
mainstream media. When you listen to the
radio, watch television or read newspaper
articles, our languages don’t seem to attract
enough attention.
As a result you get to a point where
anything that has to do with our languages
as Africans, is looked down upon. It’s as if
they are not sophisticated enough to warrant
exposure on prime time spots.
I’mof the view that when you take away the
people’s language, it’s game over because
that is where everything starts. The late Bra
Hugh Masekela once mentioned that 20
years or so from now when our children are
asked about their culture and heritage, they
will say:
“They say we used to be Africans.” The
foundation or roots of people’s cultures is
language which is why I felt the need to be
part of those who contribute towards the
revolutionising of mind to start looking at
our languages on equal par with whether it’s
English or French or any other language.
With La Bhembe I wanted to showcase that
our music can be as beautiful and exotic as
any other, given the right kind of attention,
respect and approach.

What’s tricky is the question on what Siswati
speaking people do with those things that
seek to uplift us. It is us that need to make
noise about our own, like people from other
places like Maskandi music supporters in
KwaZulu-Natal.
We need to inculcate to our people that
we have ourselves, as well as a system
that is there, but we’re not utilising it to its
fullest potential. That is why we are always
apologetic who and what we are compared
to the other nations. We really need to start
supporting our own.
YK: How did you discover your passion
for music?

SN: I come from a family where my
father was an upholsterer and he was a
music fanatic. He never sang or played
any instrument but every Friday when he
got paid, he would by a vinyl. My father
noticed my love for music because I would
sing along on all the songs he played on the
turntable.
Although I did not understand some of
the songs, I sang anyway. Shortly before he
passed on, he bought me a bass guitar and a
microphone. So I believe more than anything
that he discovered me and how I wish he was
alive to see the seed he planted then.
Each and every time I walk on to any
stage, I remember my father and for the role
he played in unearthing my talent. When
he bought those instruments, it was a like
a vote of confidence in what he saw in me.
I’ll always be grateful for the parents I had
because they never discouraged me on how I
felt about music.

Stimela’s lead singer, Sam Ndlovu.

YK: What is your take on SA’s music
industry and the use of indegenous
languages?

SN: When you go to Limpopo, you find
people like Dr Thomas Chauke who are
proud Xitsonga exponents and doing very
well together with the support of their local
radio stations. You don’t need to wait for
their presenters to mention that you’re tuned
in to a certain station just like with our own
who push artists’ music. There is room for
improvement, but equally with artists who
can still up their game in terms of the quality
we feed to radio stations.
It will never assist us to complain that our
music is not played enough, but the quality
is not good enough. It is also not done for
radio stations to request quality music and
not play it because it’s very expensive to get
work around music, especially when you’re
independent yet with a shoestring budget.
We need to take such into consideration and
encourage one another to produce quality
music to also attract promoters as well.
There needs to be a joint relationship
between musicians, radio stations, the media
and all other stakeholders like the relevant
government departments. When we are
all united, we will know where we are
headed to.
YK: What has Stimela been up to? Can we
expect anything new?
SN: The Covid-19 pandemic has made it
very difficult for a lot of things to take place
normally. Before Stimela goes into studio,
we meet to discuss concepts, prepare and
practice. At the moment, we’re working
differently now with the other members and
I think when the time is right, we will bring
what we all have been working on separately.
Although we are scattered with the others in
Gauteng, we constantly communicate. We
will announce once we go back to the studio
to work on releasing something for our fans.
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Senior citizens being medically examined in readyness to take the vaccine at Botleng
Ext 3 in Delmas.

Taking the vaccine without any flinching...

VACCINES ROLL-OUT GENERATES INTEREST FROM SENIOR CITIZENS
are safe and the younger ones must stop
loitering around the streets. “I have also
taken this vaccination, it is safe, it also
doesn’t kill. If you adhere to the rules and
regulations, you will be able to live longer.
You must also appreciate your government
for spending so much to prevent you
frombeing infected. We cannot, as a
government bring somethingthat will
kill you. The president was the first
toadminister it, followed by Minister of
Health, Dr ZweliMkhize, our premier has
taken it, including us all, to showcase that it
is safe. We love the people of South Africa
very much and from here, we will proceed t
all the other municipalities to administer the
same. Thank you Victor Khanye community
and we wish you a very long life ahead,”
she concluded.

BONGANI HLATSHWAYO
DELMAS - A sound warning from a
medical practitioner allayed fears against
taking vaccines thus: “As we seated here
at this venue, we don’t move around, but
remain seated as the nurses will be moving
around the hall and will come to us, one by
one, to vaccinate us at our seats, including
the food that’s on offer, will be brought to
you in person.
“If you’re not registered yet, we will
register you where you’re seated. After
you’ve been vaccinated, I want you to
clearly listen to me on this one: liftup
your heads sothat I can be sure you’re
all listening to me. After you’ve been
vaccinated, we request you to sit for at
least 15 minutes so that the medical staff
can be able to monitor how your bodies
have received the vaccinated and there are
no after effects before you are allowed to
go home.
“WHEN YOU’VE BEEN RELEASED
TO GO HOME, PAY ATTENTION TO
THE FOLLOWING SYMPTOMS:
• If you feel any dizziness, even if it’s
minor, nothing will affect you, it’s just a
sign that something has entered your
body and it is feelingthe vaccination.
• Also check out if you are feverish or not;
• Also check your joints and muscles
if there are any pains or not and a bit of
tiredness;
• Also check where the incision of the
vaccination entered your body, it can be
reddish, and swollen, but won’t happen to
everyone because people react
differently, that is not a problem;
• If the above symptoms seem to worsen,
then immediately report to your nearest
clinic, but after hours if it’s not a 24-hour
clinic, call an ambulance to take you
to your nearest hospital to be examined
thoroughly.”
That was a mouthful as the community
hall was filled to the brim, but the required
social distancing among the senior citizens
who spontaneously responded to the call
which was circulated a the night before,
but they turned out in big numbers, to an
extent of also forming queues even outside
the hall.
This roll-out was presided over by the
MEC for Health, Sasekani Manzini, who
was hosted by the executive mayor of
Victor Khanye Local Municipality, Cllr KV
Buda and the Speaker, Robert Khaya
Segone on Monday 17 May.
Addressing the senior citizens, Manzini
said: “Today I’vebeen sent by Premier
Refilwe Mtshweni-Tsipane to come here
and make sure that all senior citizens in
Victor Khanye receive the vaccination.
She needs a concise report if what you
are about to receive, precisely happens
promptly.

MEC for Health, Sasekani Manzini addressing senior citizens of Botleng Ext 3 in Delmas.
“The provincial government also sends
its greetings and love to you all. You
remember when the pandemic started in
March last year, I came with my entourage
to motivate you to observe social
distancing, wearing of face mask, washing
your hands with soap and water, including
sanitizing.
“Today we want to applaud you here in
Victor Khanye that you full complied. At
the time we feared most for the elderly
who are said to be the most vulnerable to
coronavirus, that they would be infected
and die. The fact you’re all here filling
up this venue, we thank God for having
spared your lives.
“In Victor Khanye alone, there was a
total of 943 Covid-19 cases and that 903
of those cases were healed. The only bad
thing is that you only had 14 deaths from
this municipality. May their souls rest in
peace.
“What makes us even more excited in
the midst of a forecast of the third wave
descending on our shores, is that here in
Victor Khanye there are only nine Covid-19
cases. This places the municipality at an
advantage of being in a position to prevent
the third wave here at Victor Khanye.
“Let’s get these nine people, whom we
all know, make sure they are treated and
prevent a further spread of the disease.
You’ve been able to contain in low
numbers, but jointly, this time, youcan fight
thethird wave and scrape through with no
infections.
“You’ve succeeded to stay free of the
coronavirus by adhering to the basic
regulations of washing your hands with
soap and water, sanitizing, wear face
masks, social distancing and staying at
home as elderly people.
“Avoid attending funerals in big numbers.
Love your neighbours and families from the
confines of your homes. We thank you for
working diligently with us as your provincial
government. As a caring government for
all our citizens, from national to provinces,

we chose to prioritize the elderly to be
vaccinated because we care.
“We care about you because there’s
invaluable knowledge that’s been
bestowed in you as a senior citizens, which
cannot be found anywhere. The indigenous
and deep knowledge that you possess as
senior citizens, is natural and has not been
documented anywhere.
“It always gives us a sense of pride to see
senior citizens mingling among us, some
with their support sticks. The minute we’ll
start seeing less of senior citizens, it will
signify one thing, that they are perishing,
we’ll mourn for them, which is something
we’re trying to prevent at all costs.
“We value your knowledge that we will
try by all means that it is documented.
Meanwhile, the government is even
making sure you have a good livelihood
by providing you with social grants. As
a department of health, we prioritize the
elderly not to stand in queues at all health
facilities.
“You are the golden jewels of our society
and gives me joy that your local medical
practitioners are adhering to our rules that
you should be prioritized. We also welcome
the presence of traditional healers who
also have been prioritized because they
consult many people, so they, too, must be
protected.
“Here in Mpumalanga, we discovered that
senior citizens above the age of 60 years
they are 331 000, which means there’s not
many of them, we’ll be able to provide for
them quicker, but that doesn’t mean that
after you’ve vaccinated you’ll never ever be
infected again. Don’t move around, remain
at home as you’ve been doing.
“We’re providing you with this medication
because we care about your livelihoods.
Here we didn’t experience those
exorbitant number of deaths. We also
provided adequate beds for those who
were affected. So, therefore, from here,
go and spread the word among your
families and neighbours, these vaccines

MEC VUSI SHONGWE ALSO TAKES A
JAB AT ERMELO HOSPITAL
Meanwhile, MEC for Community Safety,
Security and Liaison, Vusi Shongwe on
Tuesday 18 May, converged at the Ermelo
Hospital as a senior citizen himself, to take
the vaccination.
He said in part: “I’m here at Ermelo
Hospital to also take my jab as an MEC
who is over 60 years. Ever since I arrived
here, I observed the situation of my
fellow senior citizens that everything was
moving smoothly, except for one who laid
a complaint to me on arrival. She was
mistaken that there were only two medical
assessors here, yet she didn’t realize that
were plenty sprawled in another rooms in
order to make sure that they don’t spend
much time there.
“I took my jab, it wasn’t painfuland I
felt no dizziness nor any swollenness.
I rested for the compulsory 15 minutes
afterwards, then I was examined before
I left the premises. Prior to my taking the
vaccination, I addressed the senior citizens
in the queues to allay their fears about the
vaccination.
“I want to take an exceptional opportunity
here, on behalf of the MEC for Health,
Sasekani Manzini and Premier Refilwe
Mtshweni-Tsipane that the CEO of this
hospital and his entire staff provided a
diligent service to myself and the rest of the
senior citizens.
“I must hasten also to allay the fears
of thos who’ve been scarred through
fake news and other sources that these
vaccinations are meant to kill them. It’s not
true. How can an honest government like
that of the African National Congress go to
an extent of importing killer vaccinations for
its citizens.
“It is incumbent upon us as citizens of this
province and this country, to adhere to the
basic principles of prevention by washing
our hands with soap and water regularly,
sanitize, wear face masks and keep a
social distance at all times, then we will
survive and live longer,” he concluded.
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SASSA DISTRIBUTES SCHOOL
UNIFORM TO NEEDY PUPILS
DAGGAKRAAL - The Mpumalanga
South African Social Security Agency
(SASSA) has distributed school uniform to
needy pupils at Sizenzele Primary school
on 12 May.
174 pupils benefited, 93 boys and 81
girls.

Siphesihle Shongwe with her sons.

SASSA restored the dignity of the
pupils under its own programme called
Social Relief of Distress, where needy and
qualifying learners receive school uniform
from the Agency. The aim is to ensure that
learners wear proper school uniform.
The Manager: Disaster Management,
Lungile Mthimunye at SASSA
encouraged stakeholders to work
together to make sure that service
delivery reaches right people.
“As government institutions, let’s
work together to develop communities
and deliver the service accordingly.The
government has played its role, parents
must also ensure that the school uniform
is clean and it lasts longer .When
children receive support and love from
home, they are able to achieve good
results at school .Children are the future
of the country,” said Mthimunye.
Siphesihle Shongwe from Daggakraal,
a mother of two learners,has appreciated
SASSA’s initiative.
“I am unemployed and we live with
our grandmother.We survive on receiving
social grants. The social grantsalone do
not afford me to be able to buy quality
school uniform that lasts longer.Through
this handsome donation, I will ensure
that my children attend school daily,”
explained Shongwe
For more information contact our toll
free number: 0800 60 10 11 from
08:00 – 16:00 during week days
Monday – Friday.

Provincial spokesperson of the South African Social Security Agency, Senzeni Ngubeni.

“Social grants are not salaries” - SASSA
YOLISWA KHUMALO

MBOMBELA- Social grants issued to
vulnerable beneficiaries throughout the
province, are not designated as some form
of salaries, but grants meant to assist them
in their daily livelihoods.
This was spelled out by the provincial
spokesperson of the South African
Social Security Agency (SASSA),
Senzeni Ngubeni who also sternly warms
beneficiaries to use their social grants
responsibly.
Ngubeni spoke exclusively to
Mpumalanga Mirror during a social grants
awareness drive at the Mbombela Taxi
Rank last Friday where beneficiaries were
informed on various issues pertaining
to social grants in general and they had
their officials who attended to members of

the public with queries and applications,
among others.
The aim was to educate and assist the
public on queries they had, as well their
experiences at their local SASSA offices.
This will, in turn, assist in minimizing long
queues and fast track applications.
Ngubeni said it is worrying that even
beneficiaries are involved in corruption
and spend grants carelessly. “There are
situations where you find that some borrow
money from loans sharks who keep their
SASSA cards until they are able to pay.
Others even join bogus funeral schemes.
“One thing we would like to point out is
that grants arenot salaries, but assistance
from the government. If you are found
guilty of misusing it, then we will be
forced to discontinue payment,”
he concluded.
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PREMIER CASTS HER VOTE AND DONATES TO ELDERLY
EMALAHLENI - It was all systems go for
Premier Refilwe Mtshweni-Tsipane last week
when she joined her ANC colleagues for the
By-elections for Ward 33, at the same time, she
visited the Immergroen Old Age Home where she
monitored the vaccine roll out.
She said: “Vaccinations are progressing well
in the province with the exception of one area in
Ermelo, whereby there were no ablution facilities.
We then moved in swiftly to install ablution
facilities in that area for continued usage.
“There were other issues raised like the
shortage of water supply which they were
awaiting, but that has been resolved, too. The
problem on the vaccine roll out is that elderly
people came out in their numbers, those who
were scheduled and those who were not on that
particular day on Wednesday last week.
“We had to explain the basis of the process
of vaccinations. You first register and then
Premier Refilwe Mtshweni-Tsipaneand MEC for Health, Sasekani Manzini addressing the elderly at the old age home.
are allocated a date and time. They came out
of excitement because there was that serious
keenness among themselves to get vaccinated.
“This gives us encouragement and delight that
there is a positive response and so far we can
confirm that we have vaccinated close to 4 000 of
them. There’s quite a huge appetite as was evident
in Emalahleni.
“Our elderly have come out in their numbers
to make sure that they receive the vaccination.
We’ll urge them to stick to the allocated dates
in accordance to our schedule so that they go
through all the protocols in there because we have
to keep them for about 15 minutes in order to
observe the vital signs.
“So it is a process, a process which needs to be
scheduled which must be complimented by our
staff personnel at hand, so it is important that our
Premier Refilwe Mtshweni-Tsipane at Ward 33 voting station
elderly should show up on their scheduled dates,”
about to cast her vote.
she concluded.
Elderly citizens listening attentively to the premier.

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS FOR VACANCIES ON THE FOLLOWING CfERI PROJECT STEERING COMMITTEE

GERT SIBANDE TVET COLLEGE CENTRE for ENTREPRENUERSHIP RAPID INCUBATOR (CfERI)
Qualifications for membership: Nominated candidates should have sufficient knowledge, experience or qualifications relating to the
functions of Gert Sibande Centre for Entrepreneurship Rapid Incubator (CFERI) which is a mixed Incubator. Candidates should also
havecompetency in one or more of the following disciplines: •Enterprise Development • Entrepreneurship • Accounting • Project Financing
• Business Administration • Legal (regulatory, licensing and permits, compliance, contract law) •Audit and Finance and Enterprise
Risk Management • Fundraising • Corporate Governance • Human Resource Management • Industrial Development • International or
Foreign Standardization and Technology Business Incubation
Qualifications for committee Membership: To be eligible for appointment or designation as a member of the committee, a person must-(a) not be an office bearerof any
party, movement, organization or body of a partisan political nature, personally or through a spouse, partner or associate; or (b)has or acquires an interest in a business or
enterprise, which may conflict or interfere with the proper performance of the duties of a memberof the committee;(c) is an rehabilitated insolvent or becomes insolvent;(d)
has ever been, or is, removed from an office of trust on account of misconduct in respect of fraud or the misappropriation of money; (e) is subject to an order of a competent
court holding that person to be mentally unfit or disordered; (f) within the previous 10 years has been, or is, convicted in the Republic or elsewhere of theft, fraud, forgery
or uttering a forged document, perjury, an offence under the Prevention and Combating of Corrupt Activities Act, 2004 (Act No. 12 of 2W), an offence under the Financial
Intelligence Centre Act, 2001 (Act No. 38 of 2001), or an offence involving dishonesty; or (g) has been convicted of any other offence committed after the Constitution of 35
the Republic of South Africa, 1993 (Act No. 200 of 1993), took effect, and sentenced to imprisonment without the option of a fine.Academic Institutions and Science Councils
are encouraged to nominate a representative to the committee.
Remuneration of the committee Membership: Successful candidates would be remunerated according to the remuneration rates as set out in the different Incubation
centers policy manuals.
Nomination Procedure: Nominations must be submitted in writing and must at least contain a detailed Curriculum Vitae, motivation for appointment, certified copy of identity
document and qualifications • Background verification, including criminal record and citizenship checks, will form part of the selection process • Preference will be given to
candidates whose appointment will enhance representatively • It is the nominee’s responsibility to have foreign qualifications verified by the South African Qualifications
Authority (SAQA) • Shortlisted candidates will be subjected to the necessary security clearance and probity checks • Correspondence will be limited to short-listed members
only • No late nominations or facsimile applications will be accepted • Strict compliance with the nomination requirements and selection procedure will be adhered to.
In terms of the EE requirements, preference will be given to previously disadvantage candidates as well as differently abled candidates.
Nominations may also be:
• Posted or emailed, for the Attention: Ms. Z. MASEKO
• Hand delivered to 12 CORNELL ROAD EVANDER MPUMALANGA 2280
• E-mailed to Maseko.zt@gscollege.edu.za and mmamoepa@seda.org.za

Closing Date: 08 June 2021
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A guest dressed in a Ndebele attire.

MEC Thandi Shongwe.
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Guests dancing in their attire.

“LOVE AND EMBRACE EACH OTHER AS AFRICANS” – THANDI SHONGWE
JABULANE KHUMALO

KWAMHLANGA – “Let us not allow
borders to divide us as Africans, we may
speak and practise different cultures, but
we’re connected by our African heritage.”
This was highlighted by the MEC for
Culture, Sports and Recreation, Thandi
Shongwe who further emphasised
that Africans should lead the African
Development Agenda without any
discrimination on Tuesday 25 May, the
official Africa Day celebration.
The venue was at Kghodwana Cultural
Village. Shongwe strongly emphasised
on people embracing their heritage and
cultures despite race, gender or social
background.
This year’s Africa Month was celebrated
under the theme: “The year of Arts, Culture
and Heritage: in the year of Charlotte
Maxeke.”
“There must be social cohesion and we
should embrace one another as Africans.
We should refrain from using derogatory
names towards other people from other
countries.

“We should love and open our hearts
because we are one. Let us not allow
borders to divide us as Africans. We may
speak and practise different cultures, but we
are connected by our heritage.
“Let us pride ourselves and respect others
by not looking down on one another’s
cultures. At the end of it all, we are all
Africans and we are one,” said Shongwe.
She further pointed out that everyone has
a responsibility to promote their mother
tongue to preserve their culture which
she said also keeps people rooted in their
traditional practices and rituals which
showcases our diversity as Africans.
The annual commemoration of Africa
Day marks the founding of the Organisation
of African Unity (OAU) in 1963.
Cultural dances and music groups
performed on stage. There were also arts
and craft exhibitions stalls. The department
also hosted a Film Festival the previous
day as a build up to Africa Day. Films, Go
Nyelela Gau Puo and Riding With Sugar
were screened in celebration of African
cinematic excellence at the KwaMhlanga
Government Complex.

A traditional dance group entertaining guests.

Miss Mpumalanga Top 12 finalists ready for the finals
BONGANI HLATSHWAYO
MBOMBELA - The 11th edition of Crowning Miss
Mpumalanga 2021 is well underway with the selection
of the Top 12 finalists from a bevy of beauties who are
reputed to be the most intelligent collection since the
inception of the beauty pageant in 2011.
They go head to head for the battle of the crown
on Saturday, May 29 at the Emnotweni Arena where
Sjava who was rightly scheduled to perform during last
year’s pageant, will be performing. This year’s pageant
is also held under the strict Covid-19 regulations,
whereby, only invited guests will be attending the
event, the rest will access it virtually.
The pageant is proudly sponsored by the
Mpumalanga Economic Regulator (MER) and
organised by Mzimari Productions. In compliance to
the COVID-19 safety regulations, auditions were held
virtually this year instead of the two auditions held in
Emalahleni and Mbombela, respectively.
According Mzimari’s CEO, Gugu Nyarenda: “It’s
all systems go for this year’s pageant. It’s all about
growth even though the COVID-19 pandemic dealt
us a blow with the reduced numbers at our crowning
events which attracted huge numbers in attendance.
“What else can we do because we are adhering to
the new normal and being compliant to COVID-19
regulations. Don’t call us, we’ll call you to be among
the selected guests,” she concluded.

HERE FOLLOWS THEIR ATTRIBUTES:
Bokamoso Letlotlo Machika, 20, KwaMhlanga
– “I’m a first year LLB student at the University of
South Africa. I strongly advocate for gender equality.
I have a vision which is to see Mpumalanga in a better
place than I found it.”
Mbali Mkhwebane, 22, Thembisile Hani
(Vlaklaagte) – A public relations student at UNISA
says: “I hope to become a beacon of hope, inspire
young girls and my peers to be the best version of
them.”
Nomhle Mathabela, 20, Nkomazi Municipality
– a second year Bachelor of Social Work at the
University of the Free State says: “If I were to be
Miss Mpumalanga 2021, I would be the voice to the

voiceless which are the women and children that are
victimized with either emotional, psychological or
physical abuse.”
Cindy Mnisi, 23, Hendrina in Steve Tshwete – A
fourth year medical student at Wits University says:
“My goal is to graduate as a doctor and make a great
contribution to our public healthcare system through
hard work, dedication and my passion for helping
others. I strongly believe in the spirit of Ubuntu.”
Fezeka Malinga, 21, Standerton, Lekwa Local
Municipality. “I’m a 21-year-old final year Accounting
Science student at Wits University. I am also currently
employed by the university as a peer academic
advisor where I assist students tackle issues around
their mental health while teaching them academic
excellence skills as well.”
Mmamokopi Mashabela, 23, Bushbuckridge,
Ehlanzeni District. “Studied Bachelor of Arts,
Honours Degree in Communication Studies. Currently
facilitating an administration or reception programme
at a local doctor’s surgery and practice as an intern.”
Phiona Khoza, 26, Pilgrim’s Rest, Thaba Chweu
Local Municipality: “An aspiring psychologist, life

coach and entrepreneur. I am an advocate for young
people who take initiative in pursuing change, a firm
believer that I am a result of investments made by
those who came before me, and so it is a duty to do the
same for others.”
Nondumiso Mapaila, 21, White River, Mbombela
Local Municipality. “.
“I’m currently a 4th year student at the University
of the Free State studying for my LLB. I am also
obsessed with reading fictional novels, drawing and
languages. If I find a language interesting, I will
always try and learn how to speak it, even if it’s to
some poor degree. A fun fact about me is I can count to
10 in Korean.”
Nkululeko Mngomezulu, 22, Volkrust, Pixley ka
Isaka Seme. “I am passionate about women who have
so much potential waiting for it to be unlocked. I
entered Miss Mpumalanga because I believe the Miss
Mpumalanga platform provides a voice to speak about
education, women empowerment, young women need
to be taught their wealth, chase their dreams and to
have a voice so they can embrace their power.”
Kamokgelo Maimela, 19, EMalahleni Local

Municipality. “A great responsibility has been placed
upon me the moment I was announced as one of the
amazing top 12 finalists for Miss Mpumalanga 2021
and for that, I’m a truly honored. Now it is the time
to be a game changer, a leader and a true reflection of
what the pageant stands for: ”CHANGING THE LIFE
OF A GIRL CHILD.”
Claude Mashego, 22, Acornhoek, Bushbuckridge
Local Municipality: “I’m a final year medical student
at the University of Pretoria. I write and model
(fashion and runway) part-time. I’m an omnivert. I
enjoy my alone time as much as I do my time with
friends and family. My hobbies include singing and
reading. Anyone who knows me, knows I’m all about
women and youth empowerment.”
Lutrecia Raner, 22, Pienaar, Mbombela Local
Municipality. “I’m a young hardworking and dedicated
female. I went to an aviation school at FUTURE
FLYERS ACADEMY; I’m a qualified flight attendant
and a first year student at UNISA doing Tourism
Management. I believe there’s a lot that is good in
life... that one shouldn’t get so focused on the struggles
that they miss the gift of today.”
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TS Sporting and Royal AM players tackling the ball on the field.

TS SPORTING TITLE CHASE SNATCHED BY ROYAL AM
JABULANE KHUMALO
GladAfrica Championship side, TS
Sporting was on the verge of promotion until
Royal AM snatched the title to the elite league
after completing the season with 49 points.
AbantuBemthetho could’ve still finished in
second or third position, respectively.
They blew the race wide open when Decide
Chauke secured the only goal behind the net,
putting Richards Bay on a sword with a 1-0
defeat in one of eight matches played across

the second-tier league in the first week of
May at KaBokweni Stadium.
The top three teams then covered by just
two points with three rounds of the season
remaining, Richards Bay lead with 45 points,
Royal AM led by 44 while Sporting were
third on 43 points.
However, the season threatened to end
in a cloud of uncertainty amid confusion as
to which team would’ve gone into the final
round of fixtures on May 23 as league leaders.
Royal AM were crowned champions of

the GladAfrica Championship and earned
an automatic promotion to the top flight
league after defeating Cape Town All Stars
at Chatsworth Stadium - enough to secure
their spot in the DStv Premiership for the next
season.
However, the bitter-sweet celebration came
with the PSL confirming that there will not be
a handover of their trophy as yet.
The league was served with court papers
with regards to Sekhukhune United awarded
three points by the Disciplinary Committee

last week.
The Premier Soccer League was served
with court papers. After the completion of the
matches and revealed that it had been served
with court papers in relation to the points
matter.
The PSL did not name the club that
initiated the court action. There was more
drama as the PSL statement also announced
that the GladAfrica Championship trophy
handover was halted while the matter is
being resolved.

Castle Lager’s #InOurBlood and 2021 Lions series will prove it!
South Africa’s national beer and title partner
of the 2021 British & Irish Lions Tour of South
Africa, Castle Lager says that not only is the brand
ready to host a world-class sporting event, but they
couldn’t be happier to bring this renowned tour to
Mzansi fans once again.
“We are extremely fortunate that we are able
to support the Tour as it hits our country. It is our
pride as the nation’s favourite beer to share in this
joyous occasion where the power of sports will
once again be on full display,” said Castle Lager
Brand Director, Kudzi Mathabire.
And it is this very power that sport holds, its
insatiable ability to bring South Africans together
time after time, that inspired Castle Lager to put
its weight behind the Tour. The brand says their
hope is to create magical moments of unity that
transcend the sport itself and lines us up in support

of the Boks and the Lions despite our differences.
“The Castle Lager Lions Series is a celebration
of the best of rugby, and a moment for us all to
come together and unite behind the various teams.
Our love for rugby runs deep through our veins, as
does our passion for our nation, it is #InOurBlood.
So, let’s come together, the best way we know
how, by sharing a Castle and enjoying some
rugby,” Mathabire continued.
Through a partnership with the South
African National Blood Service, Castle Lager
is encouraging South Africans to channel their
love and passion for rugby, and donate blood to
help save lives. Castle will be creating a limitededition rugby jersey to mark the campaign. What
makes this jersey so special, is that it will have
be a unique shade of red which will be created in
partnership with SANBS and represents the unity

of South Africa. This jersey will be a tangible
expression of our unity that all South Africans can
wear.
The SANBS will oversee the donations process
and garner blood donations of the Springboks
and the nation at large. To take up the cause to
become a blood donor, visit sanbs.org.za or call
their contact centre on 0800 119 031 for more
information.
The SANBS’ Chief Executive Officer, Ravi
Reddy says this partnership is an important one.
“SANBS is immensely excited to be partnering
with Castle Lager for the upcoming Lions Tour.
Through this partnership, we hope to showcase
what’s #InOurBlood, both on and off the field, and
encourage those who look up to these giants of
the sporting fraternity to do the same by donating
blood,” he said.

Castle Lager echoed his sentiments and went on to
say that this is just another way for them to harness
the power of sports to effect real and long-lasting
change.
“The concept is simple: the passion that is
#InOurBlood will be worn on our backs with pride
as we show our teams the ultimate level of support
during this historic rugby occasion. And through
our partnership with SANBS, we will be able to
save lives as the blood donations will go into their
blood banks for those in need. So, we really urge
South Africans to join the movement,” Mathabire
explained.
As the Lions Series tour edges ever closer, Castle
is reaffirming the brand’s commitment to uplifting
South Africa through sports, and more specifically,
its sponsorship of SA Rugby and the Springboks –
with whom it has had an association since 1997.
Fans can get a hold of the jersey by visiting the
brand’s social media page: @CastleLagerSA on
Twitter and Facebook.
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